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Agellis receives order for unique measurement
system from European customer
AGELLIS Group AB (publ) has received an order from a European customer, for an
EMLI-T, an instrument that measures true steel level in tundishes. EMLI-T is based
on the new EMLI-3 product platform recently developed by Agellis. The order value
is 0.7 MSEK.
The new Agellis EMLI-T is an upgraded and powerful version of an already successful
sensor system for level measurement in tundishes. The launch of new EMLI-T and the
order demonstrates that Agellis is well positioned as an instrumentation supplier for the
global metal’s industry.
Metal producers have confidence in Agellis’ ability to develop robust measurement systems
based on unique sensor technology. Agellis’ products are proving to be very useful to
customers, improving process control, enabling higher yield and quality in the process.
”The launch of a modern powerful version of our successful EMLI-T sensor system has
been eagerly awaited. Because we have been developing the product in close cooperation
with the steel industry we can now present a first order for this unique system in connection
with the launch. All the products we design develop and market are in answer to demands
from our customers in the metal’s industry” says Mårten Öbrink, CEO of Agellis.
The instrument will be delivered during the first quarter and installed during the second
quarter of 2008.
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AGELLIS Group AB (publ.) is a Swedish high tech company that develops, sells and markets advanced
sensor systems for process control. The product portfolio includes systems for measuring levels and
flows used in critical steps of production and quality assessment. Agellis has customers on five
continents; among them are Sandvik Materials Technology in Sweden and POSCO in Korea. Agellis was
founded by Christer Fåhraeus in 2002; he is the major investor and owner. Agellis is a public company
listed on First North on OMX Nordic Exchange Stockholm with Thenberg & Kinde as Certified Adviser.

